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Engineering Update
Biological Systems Engineering
June 2011
To: Extension Unit Directors, Extension District Directors, Extension Program Leaders, and ANR Agents
Dear Co-Workers: Engineering Update is a joint effort of Biological
Systems Engineering and other interested parties. Subject matter
areas include timely information on water quality, natural resource
management, TMDL, air emissions, animal waste management, machinery management, precision farming, application technology, farm
safety, energy, engineering education, and technology. Please use
this information in
your on-going Extension programs
and circulate to all
Extension staff
and interested parties. Engineering
Update is electronically accessible at:
(http://

intra.ext.vt.edu/
anr/bse/
index.html).

Visit BSE Specialists
in Seitz Hall

New Fact Sheet Series: Stormwater BMP’s in Virginia
Virginia is in the process of
changing how urban stormwater is managed. Past practices were primarily directed
at reducing discharges during
peak runoff events. New
practices have shifted to
management of stormwater
volumes using Low Impact Development (LID) practices.
The Virginia Department of
Conservation and Recreation
(VDCR) has developed design
guidelines and proposed regulations that incorporate these
changes.

BMP (Best Management Practice) Clearinghouse (http://
vwrrc.vt.edu/swc/) for the
VDCR. This website provides
technical design information
and specifications on the new
BMPs. These publications are
useful in providing technical
information to professionals in
design; however they are less
useful to others interested in
these LID and ESD practices.
Thus, a gap exists in terms of
more general knowledge, familiarity, and degree of
awareness on LID practices
within the Commonwealth.

public LID practices, a fact
sheet is currently being developed for each practice listed
in the BMP Clearinghouse. An
additional Fact Sheet addressing common terms and
definitions is also being developed. The following table
summarizes the series:
(D. Sample)

The Virginia Water Resources
Research Center hosts the
In order to better inform the

Fact Sheet Title
Urban Stormwater: Terms and Definitions
Rooftop Disconnection, BMP Fact Sheet #1
Sheetflow to Open Space, BMP Fact Sheet #2
Grass Channels, BMP Fact Sheet #3
Soil Restoration/Soil Amendments, BMP Fact Sheet #4
Vegetated Roofs, BMP Fact Sheet #5
Rainwater Harvesting, Bmp Fact Sheet #6
Permeable Pavement, BMP Fact Sheet #7
Infiltration, BMP Fact Sheet #8
Bioretention, BMP Fact Sheet #9
Dry Swale, BMP Fact Sheet #10
Wet Swale, BMP Fact Sheet #11
Filtering Practices, BMP Fact Sheet #12
Constructed Wetlands, BMP Fact Sheet #13
Wet Pond/Retention Pond, BMP Fact Sheet #14
Extended Detention Pond, BMP Fact Sheet #15
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VCE Pub No.
426-119
426-120
426-121
426-122
426-123
426-124
426-125
426-126
426-127
426-128
426-129
426-130
426-131
426-132
426-133
426-134

Dealing with Tornadoes
During April 2011, at
least 30 tornadoes were
recorded in Virginia (2
in Pulaski, 11 from midApril, 17 from late
April). Ten people lost
their lives, and more
than 100 were injured.
An estimated 212
homes were destroyed
and more than 1,000
were damaged.
Many areas of the
country have been
experiencing severe
tornadoes, with major threats to life
and property. How
to deal with these
should be a part of everyone's emergency preparedness and response planning.
It is also desirable to provide employees with information about how to act in
such conditions off the job.
Specific danger signals to
watch for include:
1. Severe thunderstorms
with frequent lightning,
heavy rain, strong winds,
power failures
2. Hail pellets of ice from
dark-clouded skies
3. A roaring noise
4. A dark, spinning funnel
shape from sky to ground.

means that one has been
confirmed in the area, and
it's important to take cover
immediately.
When a watch is announced,
any drapes in the work area
should be closed to prevent
flying glass and objects
from injuring people if a
tornado develops. The
issuance of a warning is
a signal to move to interior corridors and close
the doors to windowed
areas. Remain there unless asked to move to
lower levels of the
building or an all clear is
announced.
Away from work when a tornadoes approach, people should
abandon cars or mobile homes
and find cover in a wellconstructed building. If there
is no suitable shelter nearby,
lie flat in the nearest ditch or
culvert, and shield your head
from flying debris with your
hands. In shopping centers or
other large buildings, seek a
designated shelter. The next
best place to be—at work or
home--would be a basement,
or on the lowest floor; in the
middle of the building behind
an interior wall, well away
from windows.

The National Weather Service
tracks weather systems with
radar and can usually gives advance warning of dangerous
weather conditions. So when
skies look threatening, check
the local radio or television
station for indications of severe storms or tornadoes. If a
tornado watch is in effect,
this means you should prepare
to take shelter and keep informed of the latest condi(adapted by B. Grisso)
tions. A tornado warning
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Remove Bales Quickly
Removing Bales Quickly Reduces
Wheel Traffic Damage

cent.

These studies emphasize the
benefits of baling and removWith all the delays and interruping bales from hay fields as
tions to this year’s hay harvest,
quickly as possible after cutit’s not uncommon to see hay
ting as well as minimizing
bales left in the middle of the
next cutting. It gets much worse driving on wet soils. They also
field. This practice can affect
if you wait to remove bales. Just suggest that following the same
future yields in two ways.
trail when removing bales or
seven days after cutting, when
regrowth shoots had started to stacks from fields can reduce
Plants directly under the bale
losses from wheel tracks by limgrow, yield was reduced over
are killed if covered for more
iting the total area damaged.
than a week or two. This may not 25% and fewer plants survived.
In both situations, when plants
hurt yield too much, but it can
were driven on a second time the (adapted by B. Grisso)
create an optimum environment
same day, yield was further refor weeds to get started.
duced only a couple percent.
Most field damage is due to
Worse yet is removing bales
wheel traffic on the regrowth.
when fields are wet. When this
Studies have shown that when
fields are dry, the yield of plants happens, wheel traffic causes
much more compaction and yield
driven on prior to regrowth was
about 5 to 7 percent less at the loss typically exceeds 30 per-

Play it Safe on Playground Equipment
Summer has nearly arrived and many When examining playground equip-

children will be using playground
equipment.

heat retention and add to chil-

ment there are a few things to be on
dren’s comfort on hot days.
the lookout for:
 Heavy plastic, steel, and wood

swings should be avoided. They

The most common problem is equip-  A resilient surface under fall
commonly cause bruises, cut,
ment that is too tall, steel strucareas, like surfaces covered
concussions, and skull fractures with one-at-a-time slides,
with sand, pea gravel, or shredtures.
swings, and climbers. Climbing
ded bark, is best.
 Swing seats should be made of
structures that are too tall may span
 Make sure there are no prosoft materials and have no proconcrete or lower structures, placing
truding parts, no openings for
truding parts.
children at risk forfalls.
A safe playground features equipment designed with fall-free areas
underneath the structure. A playground structure that provides for
development of a wide range of motor skills and accommodates large
numbers of children is best.
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body parts, and no exposed
gears on merry-go-rounds.
 Look for wide slides as opposed
to narrow ones.
 Look for slide surfaces
(Formica and plastic for example) now developed that resist

Adults play an important role in playground safety. Making the playground a safer place for our children
is a goal we can all work toward.
(adapted by B. Grisso)

Sharing Farm Machinery
sharing agreements and worksheets for allocating costs fairly.

2010 was a fabulous year for
many crop producers due to the
high commodity prices. But higher seed and fertilizer prices in
2011 has triggered some farmers
to re-examine how they can decrease their cost of production.
Cooperative agreements can provide an alternative for farmers
to reduce risks and more effectively manage farm resources.
One way which has helped save
medium and small farm operations money is joint ownership of
farm machinery. Joint ownership
of farm machinery offers medium and small operators a chance
to reduce costs per acre and increase labor efficiency. Potential
savings exist in several areas
such as 1) greater annual use of
large capital equipment; 2) more
efficient use of labor during
peak fieldwork times; 3) opportunities to do custom work for other operators or landowners; 4)
greater use of individual operator skills and specialized labor
and 5) more efficient use of repair and maintenance tools and
facilities. Some members of machinery joint ventures also cite
the ability to own larger and
more modern machinery as an
advantage, although if this is
carried too far, some of the cost
savings may be negated. Studies
estimated that three medium
sized farms (1,500 acres each)
could combine their equipment

This manual includes case studies
that highlight the various types
of arrangements, identify potential problems associated with
sharing resources, and explains
the strategies these groups used
to resolve them.
This publication can be ordered
on-line at URL below.
Additional resources on the joint
and reduce their total machinery machinery ownership have been
authored by Iowa State Univercosts per acre from $44.66 to
$28.75 under conventional seed- sity and can be found at:
ing technology, and from $37.93
per acre to $25.36 per acre us- Joint Machinery Ventures
ing direct seeding technology.
www.extension.iastate.edu/
agdm/crops/html/a3-34.html
As with any shared ownership
arrangements, there are potenFarm Machinery Joint Ventures
tial pitfalls. The key to success- www.extension.iastate.edu/
ful joint ownership is for the
agdm/crops/html/a3-37.html
partners to be able to agree on
when and how to use each piece
Farm Machinery Joint Venture
of equipment. Shared arrangeWorksheet
ments also has the potential to
www.extension.iastate.edu/
reduce the flexibility and indeagdm/crops/html/a3-38.html
pendence of the individual pro(adapted by B. Grisso)
ducer.
To help farm operators who are
exploring sharing farm machinery, a manual to help farmers is
available. The “Farm Machinery &
Labor Sharing Manual” discusses
both operational and organizational issues. It includes sample

http://www.mwps.org
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On-Farm Field Trials: How to Lay Them Out
light and dark soils. In other
words, if the dark and light soils
pushed onto producers to raise
or woods at the edge of the field
yields. Some products have a
runs east-to-west, the treated
substantial amount of data beand non-treated strips should
hind them and for others it is
hard to find data. But producers run north-to-south. Alternate
can evaluate these treatments on the treatment strips across the
field:
their own farms.

More and more inputs are being

Plan now to leave non-treated
strips in the field. This does not
mean, the better half of the
field gets the treatment and the
other half doesn’t, which has
been shown to be very biased.
To ensure a fair representation,
plan to have the treatments
cross the field in replicated
strips. The direction of the
strips should be such that parts
of both the treated and nontreated strips are in both the

For example, if you have 2 comparisons, A and B, arrange them
as follows:
A B, B A, A B, or A B, A B, B A

If you have 3 comparisons, A B
and C, arrange them as follows:

A B C, B C A, B A C, C B A

As you set these comparisons up
in the field, arrange them in
widths wider than the combine.
For aerial applications, plan for 3
widths to account for drift.

Since the fields are wet, now is a
good time to get out and put
some flags in where these different treatments will go. A little prep work now before planting will make it easy when planting has happened – and again
when it is time to harvest to
know which treatments are which
and then monitor them through
the summer.
Many factors (such as variety or
hybrid, soil type, soil drainage,
soil pH, soil fertility, rainfall,
temperature, etc.) can influence
the response of plants to different treatments. Keeping notes
on the above and other relevant
factors will be important to understanding yield response to
treatment.

Tips for Biodiesel Storage
With the high cost of biodiesel fuel, every gallon
counts. Improper storage of
biodiesel could mean thousands of dollars disappearing
into thin air.

Clean, inspect and repair your
tank before filling with biodiesel
fuel. Have older tanks cleaned
professionally to remove particles and deposits that might contaminate the fuel supply.

Paint tanks white or aluminum to
Biodiesel blends, like petrole- better reflect the sunlight. Place
um diesel fuels, should be kept the tanks in an east-west orienin a clean, dry, dark environtation. Keep tanks shaded, if alment. As with any fuel, water lowed under local building and
fire codes. This is especially immust be prevented from entering the tank. Algae can also portant for tanks and containers
grow in biodiesel fuels just as constructed from polyethylene or
polypropylene, which should be
it does in petroleum fuels.
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protected from sunlight.
Pressure-relief vacuum caps rather than conventional gas caps
also will help reduce evaporation.
Inspect tanks regularly for material decomposition. Pure biodiesel will readily dissolve rubber
components in your tank’s plumbing. Low-biodiesel blends reduce
degradation of rubber, but there
has been little research on the
long-term effects of lowbiodiesel blends on rubber components.

Benham’s Extension Program
BSE Associate Professor Brian
Benham’s extension goal is to
empower clientele to make informed water resource and
watershed management decisions. His objectives are to
educate Virginia citizens and
policy makers about how to
better manage and protect
water resources at the watershed scale and to protect the
health of rural Virginians by
improving the quality of individual water supply systems.

developed and delivered 12
watershed water quality modeling workshops for watershed
management professionals including consultants, and state
and federal agency personnel.
These workshops have been
delivered across the US and in
South America and Asia.

To address his second objective, he led the Virginia
Household Water Quality Program (VAHWQP) and Virginia
Master Well Owner Network
Towards his first objective,
(VAMWON). The VAHWQP
he developed and delivered
conducts county-based housewater resources and waterhold water quality sampling
shed management extension
clinics where participants
programs held primarily in
learn their water quality,
conjunction with total maxiabout proper system care and
mum daily load (TMDL) studies water treatment methods.
and implementation planning
The VAHWQP is supported by
efforts his team conducts.
a series of Virginia CooperaThe body of knowledge protive Extension (VCE) publicaduced by his team has been
tions. Each clinic is documentused in TMDLs across the na- ed in a VCE publication. The
tion. Additionally, in collabora- VAMWON program trains
tion with colleagues, Brian has screened volunteers and VCE

Extension Educators about
proper management of private
water systems. VAMWON
certified Extension Educators
and volunteers assist in conducting VAHWQP clinics.

209 Seitz Hall
540/231-5705
benham@vt.edu
http://www.cws.bse.vt.edu

Areas of Interest:

Nonpoint source pollution, hydrology, drinking water quality, and irrigation

PLANS
In response to numerous requests, building and facility plans Iin PDF format)are now available for download from the Virginia Cooperative Extension (VCE) Intranet. Plans are categorized under five main categories: Forage Storage and Feeding, Grain Handling and Feeding,
Beef, Horse, and Sheep. You will need Adobe Acrobat to download these files. For the building and facility plans, as well as additional resources, please visit: http://
intra.ext.vt.edu/anr/bse/index.html
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A Primer on the Auto Lubricating System
The automotive lubricating system is
designed to deliver clean oil to each
individual component in the engine.
It does this by first pulling the oil
from the sump (oil pan) and into the
pump. The pump then forces the oil
through the oil filter and pressurefeeds the main bearings and oil galleyways. From the main bearings, the
oil passes through feedholes that
have been drilled into the crankshaft and onto the bearings of the
connecting rod. The cylinder walls,
piston pin and upper connecting rod
bearings are all lubricated by the
flinging of the oil as the crank rotates. The pressurized oil galleyways
are responsible for the lubrication
of the cam bearings, lifters, springs,
timing chain and gears.
The lubricant has two primary roles
to play. One is to control friction
and wear. It does this by separating
the two interacting machine surfaces with a film. Instead of having
harsh metal-on-metal contact
(known as a boundary condition), the
lubricant provides a film that reduces the friction – in some cases, many
thousands of times. Another important role is temperature control.
Heat is generated at the interaction
point between the components. The
lubricant is able to absorb this heat,
carry it away from the component
and dissipate it in the sump or in a
cooler.
The lubricant used in today’s technology-advanced machines has to be
very special. The American Petroleum Institute (API) has a program to
certify that oil can meet the strict
performance and quality standards
put in place by the OEM. The service rating is shown in the API
“Service Symbol Donut” on the prod-
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uct label. There also may be an “API ity, high- and low-temperature corCertified for Gasoline Engines” seal rosion protection, better turboon the label.
charger protection, and improved
filter-clogging protection.
The new SN and GF-5 rated motor
oils are backward compatible, and
may be used in 2010 and older engines.

API Oil Service Ratings

Stirring Through the Alphabet
Soup
The newest service category rating
for gasoline engines in 2011 model
cars and light trucks is “SN.” The
API SN rating is equivalent to the
new GF-5 oil rating by the International Lubricant Standardization and
Approval Committee (ILSAC). SN
engine oils are designated as Resource Conserving because they help
improve fuel economy and protect
vehicle emission system components.
These oils have demonstrated a fuel
economy improvement in the Sequence VID test when compared
with a baseline oil used in the Sequence VID test. Additionally, these
oils have demonstrated in tests that
they provide greater emission system and turbocharger protection
and help protect engines when operating on ethanol-containing fuels up
to E85.
Oils that meet the new SN and GF-5
motor oil ratings are designed to
improve fuel economy, improve the
life of emission components (such as
the catalytic converter and oxygen
sensors), and improve sludge, deposit and oxidation control. The oils also
have better low-temperature viscos-

For diesel engines, API has a separate rating system. The current category is “CJ-4” (introduced in 2007
for newer diesels that have exhaust
gas recirculation). The previous CI-4
(2002), CH-4 (1998) CG-4 (1995)
and CF-4 (1990) categories all can
be used in older four-stroke diesel
engines. CF-2 (1994) is the API classification for two-stroke diesels.

Here’s What to Look For
So, what should you be looking for
when you go to buy engine oil? First
thing, find the “API starburst”.

The API Certification Mark (the
starburst symbol at right) tells consumers if an oil meets the most upto-date requirements for passenger
vehicles as outlined in the latest ILSAC specification. Oils that carry
the API Certification Mark are energy-conserving and are suitable for
(Continued on page 9)

Auto Lubricating System
(Continued from page 8)

all previous model years. The mark
must be displayed on the front of
licensed motor oil product
packaging.
The next thing to consider is
the service category. As previously mentioned, it is part
of the API “donut” symbol
(seen below).
The Service category (top of

the donut) should be that which
your owner’s manual states, or newer. The viscosity (center of the donut) should
be consistent
with the manual as well.
The bottom
half tells
whether the
oil has
demonstrated energy-

conserving properties in a standard
test in comparison to reference oil.
If you can follow these simple steps
and purposefully look for the proper
markings, oil selection is quite easy.
You will have to train your eye to
look past the fancy marketing, colorful packaging and gimmicks. It’s
what is written on the packaging
that is of real importance.

(adapted by B. Grisso)

Use Caution When Moving Farm Equipment on Highway
Farming can be dangerous

work. Commuters who use the
county as a cut-through on
their way to work don’t always
understand why their trip is
sometimes made longer by
slow farm machinery.
Many farmers, like cattle and
hay producers, work on farms
that are on opposite sides of a
road or on non-connecting
pieces of land. Producers often move their equipment on a
road with no place to pull over
and allow the traffic to pass.

turn (hand) signal, people
think they can pass.

mph and a tractor traveling at
15 mph can be extremely
short. Some farm equipment
Fortunately, most farmers
requires the operator to swing
have experienced near misses wide to make a turn, and older
and very few accidents. How- machinery might not have turn
ever, each year across Virginia signals.
accidents involving farm equipment on the highway result in Use extreme caution if you
property damage, injuries and decide to pass farm equipoccasionally deaths.
ment. If the equipment is being followed by an escort vehiIt is recommended that as
cle, never pass that vehicle;
soon as you spot farm equiptreat it like part of the farm
ment or a slow-moving vehicle equipment.
emblem, you should slow down
(Adapted from Jimmy Maass, safety
to the speed of the equipcoordinator for Virginia Farm Bureau.)
ment. Most farm equipment is
not designed to travel faster than about 20 mph and
takes longer than a car to
stop.

For example, one producer was
traveling down a road recently
with 19 vehicles following him.
By the time he turned off,
there was only one; the other
18 drivers had passed him on a
bridge with oncoming traffic. The closure distance between a car traveling at 55
When he made a left-hand-
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Safety Tips for Towing Farm Equipment
Transporting farm equipment
over roadways is challenging
under any condition. But if you
tow any implement behind a
motor vehicle, that challenge
becomes very hazardous.
Many of the serious incidents
that occur when moving farm
equipment happen when implements are towed behind motor
vehicles. No matter what the
power is or how your motor
vehicle is equipped, you should
never tow an implement unless
it is equipped with a tow package. Here's why:
Braking Ability
Many vehicles have enough
power to pull implements, but
it's possible they don't have
the overall weight or braking
capacity to bring the implement to a controlled stop.
Stability
Turning, especially on
gravel, demands that
the towing vehicle be
heavy enough to maintain control of the
towed load. For example, a 5,000-pound motor vehicle towing a
15,000-pound implement is an invitation to
disaster. Loose gravel,
potholes and sharp
turns increase the risk.
10

vehicles do not have a connector to power these lights.
Towing on a public highway
without implement lights and a
SMV emblem can be hazardous to other motorists.

Tire Capacity
Implements are equipped with
specialized tires, which are
not rated for highway speeds.
Heat, shock loads and traction
ability can lead to loss of control of the vehicle due to tire
failure.
Lighting
The implement's flashing
warning lights, taillights and
turn signals are wired to be
compatible with a tractor's
electrical system and are provided to enhance the implement's visibility. Most motor

Unlawful
In many states, towing an implement without lights or an
SMV emblem is illegal. It also
may subject the motor vehicle
driver to stricter motor vehicle transportation laws and
regulations, rather than rules
for transporting agricultural
equipment.
Unsafe
Under any circumstance, towing an agricultural implement
with a motor vehicle is hazardous. Refer to the "Towing"
section of your operator's
manual.
The manual advises:
"Never tow an implement behind anything but a properly
sized and ballasted
ag tractor, or a
pickup that is
equipped with a tow
package and the appropriate DOT permit."
(adapted by B.
Grisso)

Proper Spray Tank Cleanout: Avoid Crop Injury
reload valve, the chemical educator and sparger.
 Spray some of the fresh water
through the booms and out the
nozzle bodies. It is important to
not forget the end-row nozzles if
so equipped.
 Let circulate for 15 to 20 minutes.
 Repeat the above steps as directed by the chemical label.
 Spray out or drain to properly dispose of the rinse water. Rinsate is
best disposed of by applying it to
a labeled use site or crop.
To prevent the deposit of dried
 Operate the boom clean-out funcspray residue, sprayers should be
tion (if equipped) to clean the
cleaned out as soon as possible after
booms of the remaining rinse wause. In fact, a sprayer should never
ter.
be left to sit overnight without
cleaning. Filling the spray tank with  When spraying products that are
in suspension, remove the end caps
water will prevent dried deposits
from the boom plumbing sections
from forming.
and flush with fresh water. These
areas have a tendency to trap
Each and every herbicide should
products, and cleaning them is eshave a recommended cleaning agent
sential.
and cleaning procedure listed on the
product label. The following is a general procedure to properly cleanout
the spray system:
 Make sure the sprayer is completely drained of any remaining
product. Use the boom cleanout
option if your machine is so
equipped.
 Remove and clean the product line
strainers.
 Open the fresh water valve and
move the main control valve from
the spray position to the tank
Being Very Careful Between Cleanrinse position.
ings
 Turn on the product pump and
draw in the desired amount of
Equally important: Injury can range
clean water from the top tank.
from cosmetic leaf damage to 80%
Once the proper amount of water yield loss, depending on the amount
is in, close the fresh water valve.
of Plant Growth Regulators (PGR)
 With the pump running, operate
residue in the tank and the crop
each of the reload station valves
growth stage at the time of applicato allow the fresh water to rinse
tion. The reason for this is that PGR
those lines, including the bypass/
herbicides readily adhere to the
A clean sprayer is essential to prevent damage to susceptible crops
from herbicide contamination. This
is especially true today, when the
challenge posed by the spread of
herbicide-resistant weeds is demanding that growers and professional applicators use a wider variety
of herbicides with different modes
of action and chemistries, often
within the same growing season and
on the same fields.

inside of a sprayer, particularly to
plastic and rubber parts, and they
cannot be completely and successfully rinsed out of a sprayer with
water only.
As it turns out, glyphosate is a very
effective tank cleaner for PGR
herbicides. Therefore, the threat of
crop injury can be increased when a
sprayer with a glyphosate herbicide
load is left standing overnight — or
even for a few hours.
PGR herbicides need a solution of
household ammonia and water or a
commercial tank cleaner to successfully remove all residues. These materials convert the insoluble PGR to
a water-soluble ammonium salt.
The main point to remember is that
a quick rinse with these agents will
not typically do a complete job. A
good length of time is required for
the ammonia to dissolve
the PGR herbicides from
the plastic and rubber
components of the
sprayer. Again, the best
source of information to
properly neutralize a
chemical is on the chemical label.
Close attention to all of
these details will minimize the threat of crop injury due
to herbicide contamination. This has
never been more important than it is
today, when a larger arsenal of different herbicides are being applied
across an increasing number of
acres and crops to ensure the best
possible weed-management programs.
(adapted by B. Grisso)
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Monitor Grain Bins Now for Signs of Deterioration
flow is 0.25 cfm/bu, the estimated time is 15 /0.25 = 60
hours

The first signs of heating will
likely appear in grain next to
the bin wall. Average air temperatures will climb into the
mid to upper 60s. Grain held in
the bin above safe storage
moisture content (15% for
corn) is in danger spoiling when
warmer temperatures return.
Monitor stored grain twice a
month for signs of heating. Air
takes the path of least resistance through grain. There
could be pockets of wetter grain
buried in the grain mass. This is usually the result of an accumulation of
fines or perhaps a frost dam which
can impede airflow through a portion
of the grain mass during winter.
The first symptoms of heating in
the grain will likely appear next to
the bin wall, especially on the sunny
side of the bin where the grain will
be warmer.
Also look for heating at the top center of the bin. When the grain is
colder than the ambient outside
temperature, the grain near the side
walls is warmed by the radiant heating through the bin wall. This warmer air rises through the grain mass
next to the wall and exits at the top
surface of the grain. The air in the

12

colder grain in the center of the bin
sinks down, replacing the air rising
next to the wall. Air in the head
space of the bin is drawn into the
grain in the center of the bin where
it contacts the colder grain. Moisture can condense out of the air onto the cold grain mass. Wetting and
warming the grain creates ideal conditions for fungal growth which, in
turn causes additional heating in the
grain.

If you don’t have a grain thermometer, turn on the aeration
fan and lean into the access
hatch or climb into the bin.
Does the air hitting your face
feel warmer than expected?
Do you detect a musty odor?
Does condensation form on the
inside surface of the bin roof
on a cold day? If you detect
any of these symptoms, continue
running the fan long enough to push
a temperature front through the
bin. If the bin is equipped with a
stirring system, run two or three
rounds to break up hot spots and to
equalize the moisture throughout in
the grain mass.

If you have a grain thermometer,
take the grain temperature near the
bin wall about every 20 feet around
the outside of the bin and a couple
of places near the middle of the bin.
If you are using a mercury thermometer, let the probe stay in place
at least five minutes before taking
each reading. If there is more than
a 10 degree difference in temperature between the highest and lowest
readings in the bin, run the aeration
fan long enough to push a temperature front through the entire grain
mass. The estimated time (hours) to
push a temperature front through a
bin is 15 divided by the airflow rate
cfm/bu. If the airflow is 1.0 cfm/bu,
it would take 15 hours. If the air-

If the warning signs are present and
the bin is not equipped with a stirring system, pull some grain out of
the bin and monitor the condition of
the grain coming out of the auger.
If you detect heating, run the fans
to cool the grain and to dry the
grain if air properties allow. Level
the grain surface if the remaining
grain will be left in place.

(adapted by B. Grisso)

PSA—for AgrAbility Program
30-Sec PSA

Have you suffered an injury that prevents you
from working on the
farm? Is arthritis or a
chronic illness making it difficult
to continue farming? If so,
you’re one of thousands of farmers, ranchers, and farm workers
who face serious challenges following an injury or chronic health
condition. AgrAbility can help
you overcome these obstacles
and get back to doing what you
love. For information, call AgrAbility at 800-825-4264 or visit
www.AgrAbility.org. AgrAbility
is a program of the USDA.

30-Sec PSA

How do you drive a tractor after
a spinal cord injury? How about
feeding livestock after a stroke?
Thousands of farmers, ranchers,
and farm workers sustain life
changing injuries or develop serious health conditions and find
themselves with questions like
these. AgrAbility staff can help
these farmers and ranchers find
answers to those questions and
suggest ways to make the most
of their abilities. For help, call
AgrAbility at 800-825-4264 or
visit www.AgrAbility.org. AgrAbility is a program of the USDA.

30-Sec PSA

Thousands of farmers, ranchers,
farm workers, and their families
face serious challenges after a
life changing event like a spinal

abilities and maintain your
independent and rural way
of life. For more information or a free consultation contact AgrAbility tollcord injury or after the onset of free at 800-825-4264 or visit
www.AgrAbility.org. AgrAbility
a chronic health condition like
is a program of the USDA.
diabetes. One big challenge is
finding ways to make their buildings, equipment, and homes more
accessible. For information on
60-Sec PSA
help with these challenges and
Each year thousands of farmers,
more, call AgrAbility toll-free at ranchers, and farm workers sus800-825-4264 or visit
tain life changing injuries or dewww.AgrAbility.org. AgrAbility
velop serious health conditions.
is a program of the USDA.
If you or someone you know is
one of them, the AgrAbility Project was created for you. AgrA60-Sec PSA
How do you drive a tractor after bility experts can give you ideas
on how to modify your buildings,
a spinal cord injury? How can
your equipment, and your home.
you feed livestock after a
They can suggest ways to restroke? How do you avoid grain
structure your work to maximize
dust if you have asthma? If
productivity through local peer
you’re one of the thousands of
support networks. AgrAbility
farmers, ranchers, and farm
workers who face the challenges experts can also introduce you to
others who face challenges just
of a life-changing injury or
like yours. AgrAbility staff
health condition you may have
questions like these. AgrAbility helps farmers, ranchers, and
farm workers as well as their
staff can help you find answers
family members identify ways to
to these questions and much
more. They can give you ideas on make the most of their abilities.
Ideas and suggestions from
how to modify your buildings,
AgrAbility can help men and
your equipment, and your home.
women involved in production agThey can suggest ways to restructure your work to maximize riculture maintain their independence and their rural way of
your productivity through local
peer support networks. AgrAbil- life. For more information or a
free consultation, call AgrAbility
ity staff can introduce you to
today at 800-825-4264 or visit
others who face challenges like
www.AgrAbility.org. AgrAbility
yours. AgrAbility has ideas for
you about how to maximize your is a program of the USDA.

www.AgrAbility.org
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Change Your Batteries - Change Your Smoke Detector
nology leads to a delayed warning
in smoldering fires that can lead
Fire Fighters is urging houseto greater loss of life among
holds to change more than just
smoke alarm batteries. The IAFF Photoelectric smoke alarms con- people and fire fighters in a
burning structure as a result of a
tain a light source and a lightalso recommends changing to a
sensitive electric cell. Smoke en- more developed fire. A delayed
photoelectric smoke alarm.
warning during a smoldering fire,
tering the detector deflects
About 90% of homes are
especially at night, can incapacilight
onto
the
light-sensitive
equipped with ionization smoke
tate people who are sleeping and
electric cell, triggering the
alarms.
lead to death as fire spreads.
alarm. These alarms are more
More than 3,000 people die each sensitive to large particles given
Test smoke alarms at least
off during smoldering fires the
year in the US and Canada in
kind of fires that typically occur monthly by pushing the test butstructure fires, and we need to
ton. If an alarm “chirps”, warning
at night when people are sleepdo everything we can to reduce
the battery is low, replace the
ing.
that number. Using better
battery right away. All smoke
smoke alarms will drastically realarms, including alarms that use
duce the loss of life among citi10-year batteries and those
zens and fire fighters because
that are hard-wired alarms,
it will mean earlier detection of
should be replaced when they’re
fires and result in faster re10 years old (or sooner) if they
sponse by emergency crews.
do not respond properly when
tested. Never remove or disable
All federal, state and county
a smoke alarm.
officials should require that all
relevant building standards and
Overhauled Code for Carbon
Ionization smoke alarms have a
codes developed in the US insmall amount of radioactive ma- Monoxide Detectors Now Apclude a mandate for the use of
photoelectric smoke alarms. Re- terial, and establish a small elec- plies to Commercial Buildings
search clearly has demonstrated tric current between two metal
Greater awareness of the lethal
that photoelectric smoke alarms plates, which sound an alarm
are more effective at warning of when disrupted by smoke enter- nature of carbon monoxide (CO)
has given rise to increasing numing the chamber. But the techsmoke from smoldering fires
bers of state and local building
than ionization smoke alarms.
codes related to CO. Although
the National Fire Protection AsWith earlier warning, people have
sociation (NFPA) has had a CO
more time to escape a burning
code for dwelling units for some
structure and call 911 sooner.
time, it has not had a CO code
Photoelectric smoke alarms also
for commercial buildings until
are less susceptible to nuisance
now....
alarms. To prevent nuisance

The International Association of

alarms, citizens often disable
smoke alarms, placing themselves, others in a home or build-
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ing and fire fighters at greater
risk.

(adapted by B. Grisso)

2010-11 Senior Capstone Design Teams
The BSE 4125 and 4126 Comprehensive Design Project is a
two-course sequence that
serves as the capstone experience for our undergraduate
students. It allows students
to experience working in a
team environment and to apply
the knowledge they have
gained in their coursework to
“real-world” design problems
that are identified by members of industry or engineering consulting firms. The design projects, teams, and their
advisors for 2010-11 are:

Virginia Tech Green Roof Design (Team: Stefani Barlow,

Katie Brill, Brent Bunch, Karen
Hall, Jay Johnstone, Stephen
Landes ; Advisor: Wynn)

Plant Design and Analysis for
Production of Biobutanol and
Secondary Products (Team:

Keith Campbell, Max McCall,
Matt Stauffer; Advisor: Senger)

Modern Farming with Aquaponics (Team: Peter Bishop,
Emily Henley, Chelsea
Wingreen, Smith Woosley;
Advisors: Ogejo)

Harsha Kittur, Charlie Mayo,
Ashley Umberger, Daniel
Vaught; Advisor: Barone)

Design of a Bioreactor for the
Biofabrication of a Meniscus
Implant (Team: Hunter Aiello,

Dam Design for Corrego Hori- Victoria Duong, Justin Terra,
zonte Creek, Rive, Brazil
Alexa Tenga; Advisor: Da-

valos/Barone)
(Team: Magdalena Lewis and
Waverly Parks; Advisor: Heatwole & Aurelio Caiado)

See - http://
bsesrv214.bse.vt.edu/
SeniorDesign/SD_10-11.htm
Development and Plant Design for details of project execuof an Oral Pharmaceutical Ex- tive summary and poster
cipient Utilizing Cellulose to
presentation. If you have ideControl Oral Drug Release in
as for a future design prothe Human Body (Team: Ben- jects that you would like to
jamin Amoss, Lucian Kegley;
submit, please develop a brief
Advisor: Zhang)
description of the proposed
project and send to Bobby
Grisso (rgrisso@vt.edu).

Design of Pilot Scale Stream
Denitrifying Biofilm Bioreactor (Team: Kate Harvey,

http://bsesrv214.bse.vt.edu/SeniorDesign/SD_10-11.htm
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Mike Zhang’s Research Program
BSE Associate Professor Mike
Zhang’s research group focuses on bioprocessing of proteins and other biomolecules.
His research covers three areas: developing processes for
the production of recombinant
protein expressed in various
host systems, engineering enzymes with improved stability
and specificity through the
understanding of intramolecular interactions among amino
acids, and assembling bioparticles that could be used in targeted drug delivery or as vac- and a toxicologist, the team
cines.
will use a new class of carbon
nanomaterial, nanohorn, as
Although a relatively new fo- support for lipid and carrier
cus area, the assembly of bi- protein assembly. The carrier
oparticles as vaccines and for protein will be conjugated with
drug delivery has lately gained a target drug compound
strong momentum. A recently (nicotine hapten) to elicit nicofunded National Institute of
tine specific antibodies in vacHealth (NIH) project will alcinated subjects. Due to the
low the group to develop nano- strong resemblance to envelparticle based vaccines
oped viruses, which are comagainst addictive drug molemonly strong immunogens, the
cules. Drug abuse is a growing assembled bioparticles are
global problem particularly in likely to be potent vaccines
the US. The addiction of psy- against the conjugated drug
choactive drugs, such as nico- molecules. In addition, funded
tine, cocaine, and heroin, has
by a subcontract from USDA,
caused significant social and
Zhang’s group is working to
economic stresses. In this
assemble different lipids and
project, with collaboration
targeting molecules around nafrom a chemist, a virologist,
nohorns to produce “smart”

Visit our website:
http://www.bse.vt.edu
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bioparticles, which could direct themselves to specific
tissues and cells to release
“cargo” molecules loaded inside the particles in response
to the specific tissue or cellular conditions. In the long run,
Zhang hopes that this new bioparticle based technology will
revolutionize the treatment of
psychoactive drug addiction
and various debilitating diseases.
The other two research areas
also have significant applications. Developing economical
processes for the production
of recombinant protein is critical in the biopharmaceutical
industry. Enzyme engineering
could play an important role in
our pursuit for energy independence, particularly in biofuel production using cellulose based biomass feedstock. Regardless of
the specific areas, all graduate
students in Zhang’s group will
gain knowledge and develop skills
in protein expression and purification. His students are commonly employed in well-known biopharmaceutical companies, such
as Bayer Healthcare, Genentech,
MedImmune, and Shire Biologics.
He currently has 10 undergraduate advisees and mentors 3 PhD
and 1 MS students.

